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ABSTRACT

In this paper� we compare the e�cacy of a variety of lan�
guage models �LMs� for rescoring word graphs and N�best
lists generated by a large vocabulary continuous speech rec�
ognizer� These LMs di�er based on the level of knowledge
used �word� lexical features� syntax� and the type of in�
tegration of that knowledge �tight or loose�� The trigram
LM incorporates word level information� our Part�of�Speech
�POS� LM uses word and lexical class information in a
tightly coupled way� our new SuperARV LM tightly in�
tegrates word� a richer set of lexical features than POS�
and syntactic dependency information� and the Parser LM
integrates some limited word information� POS� and syn�
tactic information� We also investigate LMs created using
a linear interpolation of LM pairs� When comparing each
LM on the task of rescoring word graphs or N�best lists
for the Wall Street Journal �WSJ� 	k� and 
�k� vocabulary
test sets� the SuperARV LM always achieves the greatest
reduction in word error rate �WER� and the greatest in�
crease in sentence accuracy �SAC�� On the 	k test sets� the
SuperARV LM obtains more than a �� relative reduction
in WER compared to the trigram LM� and on the 
�k test
set more than 
� Additionally� the SuperARV LM per�
forms comparably to or better than the interpolated LMs�
Hence� we conclude that the tight coupling of knowledge
from all three levels is an e�ective method of constructing
high quality LMs�

�� INTRODUCTION

In speech recognition systems� it is generally infeasible to
use a one�pass search due to the huge computational e�ort
imposed by a complex LM� Hence� a multi�pass search is
often employed� and this is particularly true in the case of
a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition system�
In such systems� word graphs or N�best lists are chosen as
the interface between the acoustic recognizer and a post�
processing module using a more complex LM�

Investigations ���� �
� demonstrate that using more ad�
vanced LMs can help to eliminate acoustic ambiguity and
obtain a better recognition result� In this paper� we inves�
tigate the impact of applying a variety of LMs to rescore
word graphs and N�best lists� We also investigate the e�ec�
tiveness of interpolating pairs of LMs to improve the recog�
nition accuracy� The structure of this paper is as follows�
In Section 
� we introduce the broad range of LMs that we
will use to rescore word graphs and N�best lists� Section �

describes the experimental setup and results� Conclusions
appear in Section ��

�� LANGUAGE MODEL DESCRIPTION

���� Word n�gram LMs

The word n�gram LM for a sequence of N words wN
� is

expressed as follows�
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We use a bigram LM �n�
� and a trigram LM �n��� using
the Katz�s back�o� model combined with Good�Turing dis�
counting in our experiment� � Other smoothing strategies
were evaluated and found to be less e�ective for this task�

���� Our POS LM

Our POS LM is a generalization of word LMs� which al�
lows intrinsic generalization to unseen word sequences and
deals with data sparseness by grouping words into classes
based on POS and then using these classes in computing
n�gram probabilities� The LM uses word and lexical class
information in a tightly coupled way and estimates the joint
probability of words wN

� and their tags tN� as follows�
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Equation �
� is adopted from the work of Heeman ����
which enables a LM that achieves a signi�cant perplexity
reduction compared to a trigram by estimating the joint
probability of a sequence of words and their tags� An alter�
native equation for a POS LM was used by ����

Pr�wN
� � �

X

t��t� �����tN
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i��
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A POS LM using Equation ��� is less e�ective at predicting
word candidates than an n�gram word LM ��� because in

�The bigram and trigram LMs we used in the experi�

ments are provided with WSJ� and WSJ� from Linguistic Data
Consortium�
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this case the use of POS tags depletes the lexical informa�
tion necessary for predicting the next word�

Inspired by the superior performance of a full second�
order HMM POS tagger developed by Thede et al� �����
we employ Equation ��� which uses richer history informa�
tion in probability estimation than a traditional trigram�
We compared a variety of smoothing algorithms ���� and
chose the modi�ed Kneser�Ney smoothing algorithm ��� us�
ing cuto�s for rare n�grams and a heldout data set to opti�
mize parameters� The LM hypothesizes categories for out�
of�vocabulary words using the leave�one�out technique ����
The combination of rich history and an e�ective smoothing
strategy produces a high quality POS LM that improves
upon Heeman�s POS LM� To avoid penalizing the LM for
incorrect tag assignments� the word perplexity evaluation
of our POS LM is based on the formula in ����

���� Our SuperARV LM

Investigations of LMs employing word� syntactic structural
information� and lexical features have been made �
� �� ����
However� none of these LMs integrates all three knowledge
sources in a tightly coupled way� In this paper� we develop a
new dependency�based almost�parsing LM� SuperARV LM�
which uses enriched tags �SuperARVs� combining syntactic
dependencies and lexical features of words within a uniform
representation�

The SuperARV LM is a highly lexicalized probabilistic
LM based on the Constraint Dependency Grammar �CDG�
�	�� CDG represents a parse as assignments of dependency
relations to functional variables �denoted roles� associated
with each word in a sentence� The set of dependency re�
lations from a corpus can be used to develop a grammar
���� A SuperARV is an abstraction of the joint assign�
ment of dependencies for a word� which provides a mech�
anism for lexicalizing CDG parse information� Words typ�
ically have more than one SuperARV to indicate di�erent
types of word usage� SuperARVs encode lexical informa�
tion as well as syntactic and semantic constraints in a uni�
form representation that is much more �ne�grained than
POS� A SuperARV is de�ned as the four�tuple for a word�
hC�F � �R�L� UC���DCi� where C is the lexical category
of the word� F � fFname� � Fvalue�� � � � � FNamef �
FV aluefg is a feature vector �where Fnamei is the name
of a feature and Fvaluei is its corresponding value�� �R� L�
UC�� is a list of one or more three�tuples� each representing
an abstraction of a role value assignment� where R is a role
variable� L is a functionality label� and UC represents the
relative positional relation of a word and its dependent� The
following features are used in our SuperARV LM� namely�
agr� case� vtype �e�g�� progressive�� mood� gap� inverted�
voice� behavior �e�g�� mass� count�� type �e�g�� interroga�
tive� relative� ����� DC represents the relative ordering of
the positions of a word and all of its modi�ees� Besides the
governor role de�ned in the traditional dependency gram�
mar� we add need roles to ensure the grammatical require�
ments of a word are met� Including need roles also provides
a mechanism for using non�headword dependencies� which
Bod ��� has shown contributes to improved parsing accu�
racy� Figure � gives an example of a SuperARV� Notice
that this schema provides an explicit way to organize infor�
mation concerning one consistent set of dependency links

for a word�

Category: Verb, 
Features: {VerbType=past, Voice=active, Inverted=yes, Gapp=gap,Mood=wh, Agr=all}

Role=G, Label=VP, (PX > MX)

Role=Need1, Label=S, (PX < MX)

Role=Need2, Label=S, (PX < MX)

Role=Need3, Label=S, (PX = MX)

(Governed by a word on its left)

(Need a modifiee on its right)

(Need a modifiee on its right)

(No modifiee)

Dependent Positional Constraints:

MX[G] < PX = MX[Need3] < MX[Need1] < MX[Need2]

Figure �� The SuperARV of the word did in the sentence
what did you learn� Note� G represents the governor role�
the Need�� Need�� and Need� roles are used to ensure the
constraints that the requirements of the word are met� PX
and MX represent the position of a word and its modi�ee�
respectively�

SuperARVs can be accumulated from a corpus annotated
with CDG relations and stored directly in the CDG lexicon�
A SuperARV can be selected from the lexicon and used to
selectively generate role values that meet their constraints�
Since there are no benchmark corpora annotated with CDG
information� we developed a methodology ���� adapted from
��� to transform constituent bracketing into CDG annota�
tions� In addition to generating dependency structures by
headword percolation ���� our transformer also utilizes a
rule�based method to generate lexical features and need role
values for words �����

The SuperARV LM is implemented similarly to the POS
LM using Equation ���� A smoothing strategy and perplex�
ity evaluation method similar to those used for the POS LM
is employed�

The work of the SuperARV LM is most closely related
to the almost�parsing based LM developed by Srinivas ����
that is based on a notion of a supertag� the elementary
structure of the Lexicalized Tree�Adjoining Grammar� This
structure localizes dependencies� including long distance de�
pendencies� by requiring that all and only the dependent el�
ements be present within the same structure� On the WSJ
corpus� he obtained a perplexity reduction compared to a
POS n�gram LM ���� The supertag n�gram LM ���� uses a
de�cient conditional probability model based on Equation
��� and a back�o� smoothing algorithm� By comparison�
our SuperARV LM incorporates syntactic dependency in�
formation with more lexical feature information� uses Equa�
tion ���� and applies a more e�ective smoothing algorithm
for this model�

���� Parser LM

Chelba et al� ��� built a Parser LM which develops hidden
hierarchical structures incrementally to model long distance
dependencies� The LM� when interpolated with a trigram
LM� reduces perplexity and WER compared to a trigram
LM� Charniak �
� developed a Parser LM based upon an
�immediate�head� parser� On the WSJ Penn Treebank cor�
pus� his LM reduces the perplexity by 

 compared to
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the trigram model baseline� In this paper� Charniak�s LM
is used for rescoring N�best lists� Because this Parser LM
parses a sentence in a top�down manner� it can be used to
rescore N�best lists but not lattices�

�� EXPERIMENTS

���� Experimental Setup

In the experiment� we use the WSJ ���
 �denoted �
�	k�
and ���� 	K ����	k� closed vocabulary and ���� 
�K ����

�k� open vocabulary tasks� This task was chosen be�
cause it is a large vocabulary continuous speech recogni�
tion task for which we have access to the needed anno�
tations for training a wide variety of LMs� The provided
word n�gram LMs were trained on the WSJ ��������� text
�les� The POS tagging and constituent bracketing �trans�
lated to CDG annotations� corresponding to this training
set were extracted from the Penn and BLLIP WSJ Tree�
banks to train the POS and SuperARV LMs� respectively�
The Parser LM was trained �
� on sections ���
� of the WSJ
Penn Treebank with sections 
��

 used for development�

The acoustic recognizer� built using HTK ��	�� is an
HMM triphone system with an embedded bigram LM� The
gender independent acoustic model is trained based on the
combination of WSJ��s and WSJ��s short�term speaker in�
dependent training data� Cross�word triphone models are
tied at the state level using decision trees� The acoustic fea�
ture vector contains �
 Mel frequency cepstral coe�cients
and log energy� plus the �rst and second di�erentials of
these coe�cients� The cepstral features are normalized for
each sentence by subtracting the cepstral mean of the sen�
tence� The decoding is a token�passing Viterbi search pro�
cess� For each test sentence� we generate a word graph�
as well as ����best lists based on the interpolation of the
acoustic score and bigram LM score� with the grammar
scale chosen to minimize the WER for the corresponding
development set�

���� Rescoring Results and Discussion

One advantage of the N�best list representation as an inter�
face is that it meets the input requirements of most subse�
quent LMs� Any LM that applies to a written sentence can
also be applied to N�best lists� We will use the bigram and
trigram� POS� SuperARV� and the Parser LM described in
Section 
 to rescore the N�best lists� All LMs except the
Parser LM will also be used to rescore word graphs using
the Viterbi algorithm� During rescoring� the best hypothe�
sis is picked based on the combination of the acoustic score
and the new LM score weighted by a grammar scale that is
chosen to minimize WER based on the development set�

The test set perplexity of each LM is presented in Table
� for comparison with the recognition results� The lowest
perplexity for each test set is shown in bold face� The Su�
perARV LM achieves a relative perplexity reduction on the
�
�	k� ���	k� and ���
�k test sets of ������ ������ and
����
 compared to the trigram LM� and ����
� �
����
and ���
 compared to the POS LM� respectively�

Table 
 shows the WER and SAC after rescoring us�
ing each LM alone� with the lowest WER and highest SAC
for each test set presented in bold face� As can be seen
from Table 
� when using each LM alone� the SuperARV
LM performs the best with POS the second best� When

rescoring N�best lists on the �
�	k� ���	k� and ���
�k test
sets� the SuperARV LM yields a relative WER reduction
of �	���� ���
� and 
��� compared to the trigram� and
����� 
���� and ���� compared to the POS LM� re�
spectively� On the other hand� the SuperARV LM achieves
an absolute increase on SAC of more than 	 on the 	k
test sets and around 
 on the 
�k test set� compared to
the trigram� and ����
��� on the test sets compared to
the POS LM� Similar results were observed when rescoring
lattices�

LM ����k ����k �����k

�gram 	���� 	��
� �
���	
�gram ���
� ����� ������
POS ����� ����
 �
�
�
SARV ����� ����� �����
Parser ������ ��
�		 ������

Table �� Perplexity results for each language model�

����k ����k �����k
LM WERSAC� WERSAC� WERSAC�

rescoring ����best lists
�gram 
��	�	���� ���������� �
�	�������
�gram ��
������� ��������
� �����������
POS ���

����� 
����
���� ���
�������
SARV ����	�
��
� ����	������ �����	������
Parser 	��	������ ��	�����
� �����������

rescoring word graphs
�gram 
��	�	���� ���������� �
�	�������
�gram ����
����� 
�������
� �����������
POS ����
��	�� 
��������� �����������
SARV ����	�
���� ����	������ ����
	�����

Table 
� Rescoring results using each LM alone�

����k ����k �����k
LM WERSAC� WERSAC� WERSAC�

�gram�Parser ���������� � 	��������� � �
������		� �
�gram�Parser �����
���� � 
�
	�
���� � ���	
����
� l
POS�Parser ����
��	�� � �����	���� � ���
�������
SARV�Parser ����
����� 
��������� ��������	
�
�gram��gram ����
����� � 
��
������ � ���	������� �
�gram�POS ���

����� 
����
���� ���������
� �
POS�SARV ����
��	�� � 
����	�	�� � ���
������� �
�gram�SARV ����
����� 
��������� ������������

Table �� Rescoring ����best lists using interpolated LMs�

In order to investigate the e�ectiveness of loosely inte�
grating LMs that use di�erent levels of knowledge� we lin�
early interpolated pairs of LMs to rescore ����best lists�
Recognition results are shown in Table � �with bold face
used as in Table 
�� The interpolation weights were chosen
to minimize the WER on the corresponding development
set� Note that when the combination of two LMs is worse
than the result of the stronger LM in this pair by itself on
the development set� the weight of the weaker LM was set to
�� hence� for some combinations we obtain the same result
on the test set as that of the stronger LM in Table 
� and
there are no arrows shown in these cells in Table �� The
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uparrows and downarrows in Table � depict whether the
WER and SAC of the interpolated LM is better or worse
than that of the stronger LM�� an up�down arrow marks a
mixed result on WER and SAC�

As can be seen from Table �� sometimes the interpola�
tion of a LM pair yields a more accurate result than the
stronger LM by itself and sometimes not� However� the
interpolation of word n�gram and Parser LMs produces a
consistent improvement on WER and SAC compared to the
stronger LM�� This suggests that the Parser LM provides
additional information� namely syntactic structure� that is
not contained in a traditional n�gram LM� which captures
information about adjacent words� A similar result has also
been found in ���� where a traditional trigram and a struc�
tured LM were combined� and a better result was obtained
than using either LM alone� On the other hand� Super�
ARV overlaps signi�cantly with the knowledge represented
in the Parser LM� hence� it does not gain from interpolation
with that LM� The POS LM falls between the n�gram LMs
and SuperARV LM in the degree of overlap with the Parser
LM� POS�SuperARV and �gram�SuperARV occasionally
obtain a slight improvement compared to the stronger LM�
but typically not� and �gram�POS leads to no improve�
ment or a degradation� This is likely due to the fact that
the two LMs for interpolation are not independent� much
of the information from the weaker LM is already included
in the stronger one�

The investigation of LM combinations suggests that some
metrics could be used to predict whether LMs can be ef�
fectively combined� Intuitively� we expect to combine two
independent LMs� One way to measure the degree of in�
dependence of two LMs is to determine the correlation of
the probabilities assigned to the test sentences� We found
that this measure� to some extent� is predictive of whether
two LMs can be combined� For example� the bigram and
trigram LMs have lower correlations with the Parser LM
than the POS and SuperARV LMs� Also� we observed the
correlation between the n�gram and Parser LMs on the 	k
test sets was lower than on 
�k test set� which is consistent
with the fact that the combination of n�gram and Parser on
the 	k sets yields a greater� more consistent improvement
than on the 
�k set� Other measurements were investigated
that were less predictive �e�g�� the Kullback�Leibler diver�
gence� the N�best re�ranking� than the correlations� We will
investigate other measurements in future work�

�� CONCLUSIONS

We have compared the quality of �ve LMs� as well as lin�
ear interpolations of these models� The SuperARV LM is
the most e�ective model for rescoring both N�best lists and
word graphs generated for the WSJ evaluation sets� The
SuperARV LM or an interpolation with the SuperARV LM
also outperforms all of the interpolated LMs on WER and

�The linear interpolation of two LMs can be worse than the

result provided by one LM in the pair alone since the interpo�

lation weights were selected based on the development set and

might not be the best for the test set�
�The �gram�Parser has a degradedWER on �����k because

the ��k development set is fairly di�erent from the test set� Im�

provement is obtained on both WER and SAC if weights are set

based on the test set�

SAC� except for the SAC on the WSJ �
�	k set and the
WER on the WSJ ���	k set� This suggests that the tight
coupling of knowledge involving word� lexical features� and
syntactic structure helps us to build a more powerful LM�
Investigations on the interpolation of LMs suggest that two
LMs that incorporate much of the same type of knowledge
are poor candidates for a consistently e�ective interpolated
LM�
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